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Abstract
This work presents efficient search methods for an unmanned aerial system
(UAS) intended for autonomous flight. The objective is to maximize searched area
subjected to the limitations of an optical sensor when searching for a ground target. The
work is mostly exhibited with simulations, but it also includes actual flight test
demonstrations. This paper is arranged by presenting the simplest configurations first,
followed by increasing the levels of configuration complexity. First, a fixed, downwardpointing camera mounted to the underside of an airplane is simulated flying straight and
level at a constant altitude. Parameters such as airspeed and parallel flight path separation
are optimized while restricted by camera intrinsics and the relative size of a ground
target. Next, the airplane is allowed to fly with gentle banks to the left and right, throwing
the camera’s optical axis to the left and right sides of the flight path. In that case, the
optimizer solves for the best airspeed, bank angles, and track spacing. The scenario is
then extended to allow the camera to tilt and zoom. Next, a pan-tilt-zoom camera
mounted to an airplane is simulated while being subjected to the technical limitations of
the camera, the aircraft, and the relative size of the target on the ground. An optimizer
solves for the best camera angles, zoom setting, and the flight path separation between
parallel sweeps. The MATLAB simulation results presented are specific to the
parameters of the hardware utilized in the laboratory; however, the simulation code is
written to accept generalized airplane and camera systems. Furthermore, alternative
camera gimbals are also simulated. Finally, flight tests involving an airplane with a
downward-pointing fixed camera were conducted to compare against the simulation
results.
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The simulation results indicate that a three-axis nonstandard gimbaled camera
configuration searches the most ground area within the objective search region. Since
performance is measured by computing area searched per second, the gimbaled camera
configurations have a speed advantage. Because the airplane is able to fly straight and
level at higher airspeeds, the search requires less time to complete. Furthermore, the
gimbaled camera allows the airplane to enter a 180° turn sooner because the gimbaled
camera can point to the remaining search area during the turn, unlike the fixed camera.
However, the airplane performing banking maneuvers with the fixed camera
performed better than expected by searching the most total area. Another advantage of
the fixed camera configuration includes less complexity and the absence of a protruding
gimbal mounted to the fuselage. The fixed camera configuration has challenges though.
One of the most critical challenges is precisely following the waypoints that cover the
search area. Simulations show ideal results, but the experiments show that achieving
those results depend highly on the airplane’s ability to maneuver to those waypoints.
Finally, the bank maneuvers required more time for the airplane to sweep the search area,
which decreases the performance when measured by area searched per second.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have proven use in military and civilian
applications. In particular, search and surveillance missions often require repetitive or
dangerous tasks that are well-suited for unmanned systems. The majority of surveillance
operations performed by the U.S. Military are already being conducted by unmanned
platforms, and their reliance will continue to increase in the mid and far-terms1. To more
fully realize the benefits of UAVs, an efficient search method is presented in this work
followed by demonstrated application of optimized autonomous search. An efficient
search strategy is important for lost or stranded people, whose lives depend on limited
time without basic necessities. Furthermore, an efficient search strategy maximizes the
use of available onboard fuel or electrical power.
The theory of how to search for lost, missing, hidden, and evasive objects has
been researched as far back as World War II, and it is referred as search theory.
Historically, Bernard Osgood Koopman is credited for developing fundamental search
theory principles for the U.S. Navy. The Navy’s primary search objects were enemy
ships, submarines, and its own downed fliers adrift on the ocean 2. However, the
motivation for search theory was not unique to the U.S. Navy. Problems involving search
arise in diverse areas as the Coast Guard searching for small boats lost in a storm,
prospectors surveying for mineral deposits, the forest service looking for missing
backpackers, and law enforcement officers searching for lost items or escaped criminals.
B. O. Koopman’s work between 1942 and 1945 was published in a book titled, Search
and Screening, in 19463, and a new edition of the book was published in 1980. Between
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1956 and 1957, B. O. Koopman wrote a series of three papers for The Journal of the
Operations Research Society of America. The first paper, The Theory of Search: I.
Kinematic Bases, discussed “the geometric and kinematic factors involved in search—the
positions, motions, and contacts of observers and targets.”4 The second paper, The Theory
of Search: II. Target Detection, discussed probabilistic detection theory pertaining to
visual search. The third paper, The Theory of Search: III. The Optimum Distribution of
Searching Effort, discusses a situation in which probabilities of the target location is
known, and the goal is to distribute the available searching effort to maximize the chance
of finding the target.5 Conversely, a modern paper by Luca F. Bertuccelli and Jonathan P.
How discusses UAV searching for dynamic targets with uncertain probability maps.6
In Search and Screening, B. O. Koopman discussed the law of random search as
follows: Search region, A, contains a stationary target with an unknown location, except
that it exists in A. Furthermore three assumptions apply: (a) The region has a uniform
target distribution, (b) the sensor’s track randomly but uniformly scans the search region
and only the search region (see Figure 1), and (c) the sensor has a probability of detection
(POD) of 100% therefore the target will be detected if the sensor passes within W/2
distance units from the target. Next, 1  pL

Wl
is the probability of failing to detect the
A

target by track length L but succeeding in the next increment l.7 Therefore
pL  l   pL  1  pL
p L  lim
l 0

Wl
A

pL  l   pL
W
 1  pL
l
A

(1)
(2)

Since p0  0 , the above differential equation has the solution:
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pL  1  e

 LW

A

for L  0

(3)

Note that LW A is the coverage. Since the path is random, the exponential function
produces a lower p than if the path was searched systematically. If the search is
performed with perfectly straight line path, then pL  LW A , and produces the “definite
range detection profile”. The exponential “random search” profile and definite range
profile are plotted in Figure 2. The random search profile produces a lower bound that
represents a conservative estimate of realistic searching in which gaps occur and search
conditions are less than ideal. B.O. Koopman went further and derived an inverse cube
model which lies between the two profiles and stated:
“At one extreme is the definite range law, at the other the case of
random search. All actual situations can be regarded as leading to
intermediate curves. The inverse cube law is close to a middle case, a
circumstance which indicates its frequent empirical use, even in cases
where the special assumptions upon which its derivation was based are
largely rejected.”8

Search Region, A
l
W

Track length, L
Figure 1. Search area, figure reproduced from [7].
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Figure 2. The definite range detection profile and random search profile are plotted, figure
reproduced from [8].

After Koopman’s work, search theory was extended by several other researchers.
Major contributors such as Henry R. Richardson and Lawrence D. Stone has applied
search theory to major events such as the search for the lost submarine, USS Scorpion,
which was found 400 nautical miles southwest of the Azores Islands in 19689. Extending
Koopman’s work in rigorous mathematical details, Stone published the first edition of his
book in 1975 titled, Theory of Optimal Search7. In 1981, Laura H. Nunn wrote a paper
titled Introduction to the Literature of Search Theory to chronologically arrange and
summarize the research efforts from Koopman, Stone, Blachman, and others3.
Search theory was incorporated into the first edition of the National Search and
Rescue Manual in 1959, and the fundamental theory remains unchanged aside from
practical improvements and planning techniques10. Additional SAR manuals were
published such as NATO ATP-10(D): Search and Rescue (1995), Navy Search and
Rescue Tactical Information Document (1997), which tabulates sweep widths and search
patterns, and the Navy Search and Rescue Manual (2006), which mainly addresses rescue
equipment and personnel procedures rather than theory. In 1996, the U.S. Coast Guard
Office of Search and Rescue published a book titled, The Theory of Search, A Simplified
Explanation written by John R. Frost11. The book compiles key search theory concepts
and equations and discusses models still used in practice.11
4

In 1999, John R. Frost has further simplified the explanation of search theory and
wrote four papers:
1. Principles of Search Theory Part I: Detection12
2. Principles of Search Theory Part II: Effort, Coverage and POD13
3. Principles of Search Theory Part III: Probability Density Distributions14
4. Principles of Search Theory Part IV: Optimal Effort Allocation15
The first paper compared search with a broom analogy used to sweep sand to
conceptualize search theory principles such as effective sweep width. The second paper
explains principles such as effort, effective coverage, and probability of detection. The
third paper explains maps of probability density distributions to make decisions on where
to search. The fourth paper explains strategies to efficiently allocate search effort to
maximize the probability of success (POS), which is the product of the probability that an
area contains the target and the probability of detecting the target if it is actually there.
Today, the globally recognized standard for aeronautical and maritime SAR is
ICAO Doc 9731 titled, International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue
Manual (IAMSAR), which is jointly published by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) and the International Maritime Organization (IMO). Doc 9731 is
comprehensive search and rescue manual divided into three volumes that can be used as
standalone documents or altogether to “attain a full view of the SAR system”. 16 Volume
1: Organization and Management (126 pages) discusses the global SAR concept for the
establishment of effective national and regional SAR systems as well as co-operation
with neighboring States. Volume 2: Mission Co-ordination (440 pages) provides detailed
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plans and mission procedures for the search and rescue personnel. Volume II Chapter 5
titled, Search Techniques and Operations, contains information most applicable to this
research. Supported by explanations and illustrations, search patterns are divided into
four general categories: visual search patterns, electronic search patterns, night search
patterns, and land search patterns. The visual search patterns are conducted with aircraft
and vessels to visually detect a target. An example of a visual search pattern is depicted
in Figure 3, and is referred as the parallel sweep search. The electronic search patterns
employ electronics such as those used in the COSPAS-SARSAT system17 and are used to
efficiently search for the location of a survival transmitters. An example of an electronic
search pattern is depicted in Figure 4. The night search pattern may employ aids such as
flares, infrared devices, and night vision goggles. An example of a night search pattern
using flares is depicted in Figure 5. The land search pattern employs ground parties to
search small areas particularly in heavy forest or mountainous terrain where aerial
searching is not possible. Land searches consisting of 20 to 25 persons may search one
square kilometer of woods in less than two hours when conducting the parallel sweep
pattern, which is the most effective type of land search pattern.22 Finally, Volume 3:
Mobile Facilities (186 pages) is intended to be carried onboard vessels and aircraft to
coordinate assistance, control emergency situations, and record debriefing forms.
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Figure 3. Parallel Sweep Search, image reproduced from Figure 5-6 in ICAO Doc 9731 Volume II

Figure 4. Time-assisted aural electronic search, image reproduced from Figure 5-14 in ICAO Doc
9731 Volume II

7

Figure 5. Parachute flare search using a surface facility, image reproduced from Figure 5-16 in
ICAO Doc 9731 Volume II

A logical extension of searching would be determining the target’s location after
it has been has been detected and identified. ZuWhan Kim and Raja Sengupta wrote a
paper that addresses sensor measurement errors such as camera perspective, vehicle
position, and vehicle orientation when computing a target’s location. It also addresses a
calibration methodology to measure the error distributions followed by a flight
experiment with a Cloud Cap Piccolo II autopilot18.
John Tisdale and J. Karl Hedrick wrote a paper that plans trajectories for a single
UAV tracking a moving target while simultaneously searching nearby surroundings.
Rather than optimizing the area searched for a planning step, the method uses a heuristic
function at each planning step. Similar to this research, the metric used for area searched
is the sum of all grid cells that the UAV passes through for a given trajectory. If the
distance from the UAV to the center of the cell is less than the UAV’s maximum sensor
radius, then the cell is assumed to be searched19. However, the paper did not address the
physical properties of the sensor and the orientation of the sensor while the UAV is
maneuvering.
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There has clearly been extensive research in optimal search theory, such that the
main concepts have been formalized in textbooks and manuals. However, traditional
search theory has focused on use of full-scale manned aircraft operating at high altitude.
There has been relatively little research on using search with low cost UAVs subject to
more stringent constraints on aircraft and sensor performance. Furthermore, modern
optimization tools have the potential to refine traditional search theory to account for the
specific properties and limitations of the aircraft. Unlike the work presented above, this
research focuses on maximizing the sensor area footprint (analogous to sweep width)
subjected to hardware constraints and airplane performance limitations. POD stated
above refers to a measure of how well an area has been searched and should not be
confused with instantaneous POD, which is a property of the sensor. Instead of assuming
a perfect sensor with an instantaneous POD of 1, this work assumes an instantaneous
sensor POD of 0.8 based on previous research20. Instantaneous POD is formally defined
as “a measure of sensor performance in a particular search”
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and will be referred as

simply POD from this point forward within the context of this research. More details are
discussed in chapter 2.2.
This research specifically addresses a single visual search pattern known as the
parallel sweep search, which is illustrated in Figure 3. According to ICAO Doc 9731
Volume II chapter 5.5.8,
The parallel sweep search pattern is normally used when the
uncertainty in the survivor’s location is large, requiring a large area to be
searched with a uniform coverage. It is most effective when used over
water or reasonably flat terrain. A parallel sweep search pattern covers a
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rectangular area. It is almost always used when a large search area must
be divided into sub-areas for assignment to individual search facilities,
which will be on-scene at the same time.
The research demonstrates aeronautical parallel path searching with a single lowcost airplane equipped with either a fixed downward pointing camera or a gimbaled (pantilt-zoom) camera. The results are simulated using aircraft and camera properties similar
to those (Figure 6 and Figure 7) used by the Applied Intelligent Systems Lab (AISLab) at
the Applied Research Laboratory, Penn State University (ARL/PSU)21. Each airplane is
equipped with a Cloud Cap Technologies Piccolo Plus autopilot.

Figure 6. The ARL/PSU AISLab Sig Kadet Senior
carries a fixed downward pointing Logitech
QuickCam Ultra Vision USB webcam inside of the
fuselage.

Figure 7. The ARL-PSU AISLab Super Flying King
carries the Canon VB-C300 pan-tilt-zoom camera
beneath the nose.

For both fixed camera and gimbaled camera cases, the airplane flies parallel legs
over the search area with the ultimate goal of detecting a target on the ground. The work
maximizes surveillance of the ground area within the constraints of a specified minimum
number of pixels on target, image resolution, camera gimbal limits and airplane
limitations. The parallel path search pattern is common when searching large areas with
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large uncertainties of the target location22. In the context of autonomous vehicles, benefits
to the parallel path search patterns include:
1) Uniform coverage of the search area.
2) Higher probability of detection (POD) as compared to random,
disorganized searching8.
The parallel path pattern may not be restricted to immediate 180-degree turns at
the end of each search leg but rather adjusted to accommodate the turning limitations of
the airplane and areas of higher uncertainties as presented by Jarurat Ousingsawat and
Matthew G. Earl23. The search legs remain parallel, but the order of each successive
search leg is not necessarily adjacent to their predecessors. The paper seeks to maximize
coverage to reduce uncertainty, but it does not discuss probability of detection. At this
point, this work has not optimized the order of the search legs. For the airplane with the
gimbaled camera, this work optimizes camera parameters to maximize ground coverage
and track spacing. For the airplane with the fixed camera, this work not only optimizes
camera parameters but also optimizes airplane dynamics to maximize ground coverage
and track spacing.
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Chapter 2:

Problem Formulation

2.1. Aircraft motion model
The first step was to develop a dynamic model of the aircraft’s flight path as it
flies over the search area. The location of the aircraft and discrete points on the ground
were defined in a North-East-Down (NED) fixed navigation coordinate system as
depicted in Figure 8.

L1

L2
Li

L3

N

E
D
Figure 8. The UAV position is defined in a local navigation system.
Discrete vectors are drawn from the camera to visible points on the
ground.

A simplified aircraft model was simulated by kinematic equations with the
following states:

x  PN , PE , PD , 

(4)
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A simple kinematic model to describe the motion of the aircraft are represented in
state-space format below:
PN  V cos 
PE  V sin 
P  V

(5)

D

  g tan  V

Note that the aircraft attitude dynamics are assumed to be fast relative to the time
scale of the search problem, so they are not included as dynamic states. It is also assumed
the aircraft performs coordinated turns governed by the bank angle. Pitch attitude is
assumed constant, or perhaps a function of the airspeed for the specific aircraft platform.
The equations could be further generalized to include the effects of wind; however, the
results in this paper simulate ideal conditions to benchmark future work.
First, two coordinate systems displayed in Figure 9 must be defined with
transformation matrices. Aircraft x, y, z position is expressed in the inertial NED frame,
and aircraft rotations are expressed as yaw (  ), pitch (  ), and roll (  ) Euler angles
relative to the inertial frame. The aircraft carries body coordinates that remain fixed to
the aircraft. Transforming inertial (NED) coordinates to the body frame is defined by the
Euler angles with respect to the aircraft with the standard yaw-pitch-roll convention.
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xb

yb
zb

N
E
D
Figure 9. Two coordinate systems are defined: Inertial NED axes and aircraft body axes.

 cos   sin  0
C    sin  cos   0
 0
0
1

(6)

cos   0  sin 
C   0
1
0 
 sin  0 cos   

(7)

0
0 
1

C  0 cos   sin 
0  sin  cos  

(8)

Multiplying the series of rotations, C C C , derives the inertial-to-body frame
transformation:

Cb / N

cos  cos  
cos  sin 
 sin  


 sin sin cos    cos  sin  cos  cos    sin sin sin  sin cos  

sin sin 
 sin cos    cos  sin sin  cos  cos  

(9)
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2.2. Downward Pointing Camera Model
At this point, the inertial (NED) coordinate system and the airplane’s body
coordinate systems have been defined, and the matrix transforming those coordinate
systems has been established. In this chapter, the downward pointing camera coordinate
system and image plane coordinate system is defined. For simplicity, the camera origin
shares the same point as the airplane body origin. Since the camera points down, the
camera’s optical axis (xc) is perfectly aligned with the airplane’s z-axis. In other words,
the optical axis is rotated 90 degrees (left-hand rotation) along the airplane’s y-axis as
depicted in Figure 10.

zc
yc,yb

τ

τ

xb

xc
zb
Figure 10. For the simple fixed downward pointing camera, the camera coordinate transformation is
a single 90 degree rotation along the airplane’s y b axis.

Eqn. (10) is the transformation matrix that represents the above rotation from
aircraft body coordinates to camera coordinates.

Cc b

 cos   0 sin   0 0 1
  0
1
0    0 1 0
 sin  0 cos    1 0 0

(10)



With coordinate transformations defined, Li vectors (as depicted in Figure 8)


between the camera and the ground points are transformed from inertial coordinates ( LNi )


to camera coordinates ( Lci ) by multiplying equations (9) and (10) to generate:
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Lci  Cc / b C b / N LiN

(11)



To describe all Lci vectors in the image plane, a modified pinhole model (Figure


11) projects the Lci coordinates with azimuth (γy) and depression (γz) angles24. For
 Lcy

example, γy is arctan 


Lcx


 , where Lcy and Lcx are the y component and x component,






c

respectively, of the vector between the ground point and the camera. γz is arctan  Lz c  ,
L


x



where Lcz is the z component of the vector between the ground point and the camera.

x

γy
γz
y
z

Figure 11. Azimuth and depression angles projected to the image plane
define the location of each ground point in the camera coordinates24.

Both angles associated with each ground point were then converted into pixel
locations on the image plane with knowledge of the camera properties such as field-ofview and image resolution25. The conversation factors Ny/FOVy and Nz/FOVz are
multiplied with γy and γz, respectively to portray the y and z pixel coordinates. Figure 12
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shows the image plane dimensioned with appropriate labels. Ny is the number of
horizontal pixels, and Nz is the number of vertical pixels. FOVy is the horizontal field-ofview angle, and FOVz is the vertical field-of-view angle.

Ny

FOVy

Nz

x

FOVz
y
z

Figure 12. The image plane is defined by the camera’s y and z coordinates.

Now that points on the ground can be represented in coordinates of the image
plane, only ground points that within a detectable range are computed. If that restriction
was not imposed, then ground points that are too distant will be displayed in the image
plane with too few pixels causing any target of interest to remain undetectable. In other
words, the constraint forces camera parameters to display only useful images. Of the
discrete points that are within the detectable range, only those within the camera’s fieldof-view are assigned an instantaneous probability of detection.
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The downward pointing fixed camera (Logitech QuickCam Ultra Vision USB
webcam) used in the laboratory experiments is simulated based on its intrinsic
specifications. The horizontal field-of-view is 75.0° and the vertical field-of-view is 54.3°
as illustrated in Figure 13. The image sensor has a horizontal resolution of 640 pixels and
a vertical resolution of 480 pixels. This camera is simulated in chapter 3.1 and chapter
3.2.

Iy

54.3°

Iz

75.0°

Figure 13. The field-of-view of the Logitech webcam used in the 90° downward pointing camera
simulations and flight experiments is illustrated.

Combining the above theory of the camera model and the airplane motion model,
the amount of ground area viewed in the image plane can be computed. The ground is
divided into a grid of discrete squares or “cells”. The dimensions of the cells in the
simulations are 20 feet by 20 feet, though a finer grid (e.g. 10 ft. by 10 ft.) may be used at
the expense of more memory and processing time.
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Each cell is assigned an initial POD of 0 prior to aerial photographing. When a
previously unseen cell is viewed, a POD of 0.8 is assigned to it because previous flight
tests20 suggested an 80% detection rate when searching for a red ball target with the same
hardware and the lab’s computer vision software. 80% assumes daylight conditions with
an unobstructed line-of-sight to the target. If cells are viewed more than once, the POD in
those cells increases with the relation governed by Eqn. (12), which is identical to Eqn.
(1).
POD new  PODold  (1  PODold ) POD

(12)

POD represents the probability of detecting the target when a cell is viewed,
PODold is the existing probability of detection in the cell, and PODnew is the new
probability of detection after the most recent photograph. For example, when the camera
views a new cell, Eqn. (12) indicates PODnew  0  (1  0)0.8 , which simplifies to
POD new  0.8 . If the camera happens to view that same cell again with a subsequent pass,

Eqn. (12) indicates PODnew  0.8  (1  0.8)0.8 , which simplifies to POD new  0.96 . With a
third pass, POD new  0.99 , which means that there is a 99% chance that a target could be
successfully detected in that particular cell. When a cell is viewed multiple times, a target
is more likely to be successfully detected if it is present in that cell. B.O. Koopman called
those views “glimpses” on page 505 of [8].
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Therefore the grid contains three types of information: the probability of detecting
a target (if it exists) in the cell, the amount of area seen by the camera, and the location of
the cells seen by the camera*. The photographed cells are summed at the end of the
simulation to represent the total area viewed. The total area is the scalar objective to be
maximized by a constrained nonlinear optimizer.
Before performing optimization, single photographs are simulated to test the
camera model and an instantaneous set of airplane states. The test consists of a camera
(tilted 90 degrees) above the ground plane as illustrated in Figure 14. The bottom left plot
in Figure 14 displays the simulated ground area viewed by the camera when the airplane
states are PN  400 ft PE  500 ft PZ  200 ft   0   0   360 and the camera
parameters are N y  640 N z  480 FOV y  75 FOV z  54.3   90. Next, the altitude is
increased to 300 ft. while holding all of the other airplane states and camera parameters
constant, resulting in the bottom right plot in Figure 14. As expected, more ground area is
viewed when photographed at a higher altitude.

*

The solutions’ figures presented adhere to the recommendation of ICAO Doc 9731 Volume II paragraph
5.4.7, which states, “It is imperative that a record be kept of the areas searched. The crews of search
facilities should plot actual, search coverage as tracks are flown. Information must be reported back to the
SAR mission coordinator so the search may be evaluated, probability maps and probabilities of success
updated, and the next search planned.”
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  90

N

E

Figure 14. (Top) A camera (tilted 90°) is shown above the ground plane. (Bottom left) Altitude=200ft.
(Bottom right) Altitude=300ft.

Another set of airplane states and camera parameters are chosen to test the camera
model to ensure proper orientation, grid resolution, and the minimum pixels-on-target
constraint. Figure 15 shows the ground area seen by a camera tilted at 60° and the
airplane heading 60°. In Figure 15, the top plots depict 20 ft. by 20 ft. grid cells whereas
the bottom plots depict 10 ft. by 10 ft. grid cells. The plots on the left show the entire
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discrete area seen by the camera, whereas the plots on the right show only the area that
could permit positive detection of a 3 ft. diameter target projected in the image with at
least 5 pixels across. The target is projected on the image plane with a diameter (in
pixels) with the following relation:

d tgt 

 rtgt
tan 1 
 L
FOV y
 c
2N y






(13)

where dtgt is the diameter of the target in pixels, rtgt is the radius of the target in feet, and
Lc is the distance from the camera to the target. Eqn. (13) is derived from the geometry

illustrated in Figure 16.
At greater distances, a target becomes smaller in the photograph and is therefore
represented by fewer pixels. Eventually, the computer vision algorithm will not be able to
detect a target because the target is represented by too few pixels with the given sensor
resolution. With this “minimum pixels-on-target” constraint, ground cells that potentially
contain the target too far away are ignored even though they are within the field-of-view
of the camera. The plots on the right side of Figure 15 make sense because the most
distant cells are no longer detectable even if they contain a target. Therefore the plots on
the left show visible area, whereas the plots on the right show detectable area with the
specified constraint.
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  60
  80

N

E

Figure 15. In this test, the camera is tilted 60° while parameters such as grid resolution and the
minimum pixels-on-target constraint are modified and compared.
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Figure 16. Illustration of of the red ball target projected on the image plane
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2.3. Standard Gimbaled Camera Model

Figure 17. Typical coordinate systems for the UAV with a standard gimbaled camera.

Figure 17 shows a gimbaled camera attached to the airplane. The gimbaled
camera possesses its own coordinate system to describe its images with respect to the
aircraft body frame. The xc-axis is the optical axis, which always points along the line of
sight of the camera. The yc-axis and zc-axis define the plane of the 2-D image taken by
the camera. Since the camera can pan and tilt, it has two degrees of freedom, which can
be described by two coordinate rotations through pan angle,  , and tilt angle,  . When
    0 , the camera axes are parallel to the aircraft body axes, and the camera is looking

forward along the nose of the aircraft. Figure 18 visually shows the sequence of rotations
beginning with pan followed by tilt. The transformation matrices defining the rotations
are given in equations (14) and (15) 26.
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ρ

a

y

ρ
y

xa

xb
τ

yc,ya

b

τ
xc

c

z
zb
za

xa

za

Figure 18. For the standard gimbaled camera, the aircraft body to camera coordinate
transformation is a series of two coordinate rotations.

 cos   sin  0
C    sin  cos   0
 0
0
1

(14)

 cos   0 sin 
C   0
1
0 
 sin  0 cos  

(15)

After multiplying the series of rotations, CτCρ, the aircraft body-to-camera frame
transformation becomes:

Cc / b

 cos   cos   cos   sin  sin 
   sin 
cos  
0 
 sin  cos    sin  sin  cos  

(16)

The gimbaled camera modeled in the simulations of chapters 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, is
based on the intrinsic specifications of the Canon VB-C300 pan-tilt-zoom camera. The
image sensor has a horizontal resolution of 640 pixels and a vertical resolution of 480
pixels. Since the camera is capable of zooming in and out, the camera will have field-ofview limitations depicted in Figure 19. When the camera is completely zoomed out, the
horizontal field-of-view (FOVy) is 70.8° and the vertical field-of-view (FOVz) is 51.6°.
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When the camera is completely zoomed in, the horizontal field-of-view is 29.6° and the
vertical field-of-view is 22.1°. During the optimization routines discussed later, the
optimizer will be able to choose a horizontal field-of-view between those limitations. For
a chosen horizontal field-of-view, the vertical field-of-view is calculated with the
following linear relationship:





FOV z  0.7074 FOVy + 0.026419 , 0.5266  FOV y  1.2357 radians

Iy
22.1

°

51.6

(17)

°

Iz
29.6

°

70.8

°

Figure 19. Depiction of the field-of-view limits in the image coordinates.
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Chapter 3:

Search Optimizations

This chapter discusses the configuration and optimization of eight different
airplane and camera flight scenarios. Arranged by increasing levels of complexity, each
subchapter explains the setup of a scenario with optimization results. The first three
scenarios involve a UAV with a fixed camera. The last five scenarios involve a UAV
with a gimbaled camera. Although each scenario is different, the objective remains
consistent by maximizing the amount of searched area in a given location.
The objective function simulates the airplane flying at a constant altitude and a
constant airspeed from south to north and then from north to south separated by distance
S, which is an optimization variable. The objective function returns a scalar value, A,
which is the searched area to be maximized. A is the amount of cells containing non-zero
POD within the rectangular bounding box visualized by a red box in Figure 20. The north
and south boundaries of the box are fixed, but the east and west bounds are free to expand
or contract depending on S. Note that every cell is the same size; therefore A can be
converted to dimensional units by multiplying the amount of cells by the area of a single
cell.
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180° turn segments

Bounding box
containing the
objective area, A,
to be maximized

700 ft

S

N

Finish

E

W

Start

S
Figure 20. Illustration of the search path.

Maximizing searched area in the bounded region instead of the entire grid reduces
the tendency of developing unsearched gaps between parallel sweeps. In other words, if
the objective was to maximize the area searched in the entire grid, then large gaps would
develop between the search paths; thus the airplane would then have to revisit those
regions to search the gaps. If gaps develop in the bounded region, then the objective is
penalized by an amplification factor, p , of ten times the amount of unseen cells to
intentionally force the optimizer to find a better solution without gaps. In equation form,
A becomes

A  Abox  p  Au

(18)

where Abox is the amount of total cells in the red objective box, p is the penalty
amplification factor, and Au is the amount of unseen cells (gaps). For example, if 800
total cells are within the bounded region but only 790 cells are actually viewed, the
objective function returns A  700 to the optimization routine. The penalty amplification
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factor was chosen by trial and error until satisfactory solutions developed. To
demonstrate the effect of the penalty amplification factor, compare the two results below
in Figure 21 and Figure 22. In Figure 21, the penalty amplification factor is equal to 1.
A=979, but since there are 12 unseen cells, the objective function returns 967 to the
optimization routine. In Figure 22, the penalty amplification factor is equal to 10. The
higher penalty closed the gaps but consequently reduced the spacing (S=503ft compared
to S=548ft) and sacrificed the area (A=925 compared to A=979). The searched area
appears more localized to a tighter area.

Figure 21. Gaps are present in the region bounded by the large red box. The amplification factor
penalizing the unseen cells is set to 1 (the amount of unseen cells).
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Figure 22. No gaps are present withing the large red bounding box. The amplification factor that
penalizes the objective is set to 10 times the amount of unseen cells.
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3.1. UAV with a fixed camera: straight and level flight, 90° tilt
angle
This scenario simulates the simplest configuration of an airplane flying a straight
and level sweep before turning 180° to return in the opposite direction as illustrated in
Figure 20. The simulation is intended to simulate the use of hardware to be used for this
project such as the Kadet UAV equipped with a fixed Logitech QuickCam Ultra Vision
USB webcam pointing down the airplane’s z-axis. Optimization is performed on two
variables—the airspeed, V, and track spacing, S.
The optimization problem in compact form becomes:
Maximize A subject to:
50  V  100 ft/s
0'  S  1500'

(19)
(20)

Throughout this study the MATLAB optimization function, fmincon, is used.
After the optimum variables are solved, the proper bank angle is computed for the
airplane to perform a 180° turn for the next sweep. The simulations use Eqn. (21) below
to solve the required bank angle to perform the 180° turn with radius of S/2.
 2V 2 


gS



180  tan 1 

(21)

The work assumes the aircraft can turn to the next search leg using a circular
flight path. If the required turn is less than the airplane’s minimum turn radius, then the
reader may refer to Erzberger and Lee for planning an optimal turning trajectory. 27
Erzberger and Lee have written optimal horizontal guidance techniques for an aircraft
taking into account the minimum turn radius.
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Now that the bank angle is defined (again, the simulation assumes coordinated
flight) the turn is simulated and the detectable ground area is recorded. Finally, data from
the parallel sweeps and both 180° turns are merged. Figure 23 displays the final search
results of an airplane flying straight and level parallel sweeps with a downward-pointing
fixed camera. The simulation assumes the aircraft captures images at a rate of one image
per second (which is representative of the ARL/PSU UAV systems). The green “+”
markers indicate the discrete location of the airplane (“bread crumb trail”) when an image
is captured. The black surrounding cells indicate area unsearched whereas the light cells
indicate area searched with the POD indicated by the grayscale bar. The red rectangle
bounds an area of high priority where no gaps are desired.
In this scenario, the configuration searched 576 cells with dimensions of 20ft by
20ft within the red objective rectangle. Within the entire plot, the configuration searched
a total of 2641 cells, which is equivalent to 1.056 106 square feet or 24.3 acres. After
investigating the results of this scenario, the only way to increase track spacing is to fly at
a higher altitude. Increasing airspeed would reduce vertical overlap and flight duration,
however, higher airspeeds would require steeper bank angles to perform the 180° turn for
the next track.
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Figure 23. Searched area results are plotted for an airplane flying straight and level parallel sweeps
with a fixed, downward-pointing camera. 576 cells viewed in red box.

Now that the optimal solution is known for the fixed camera case, the simulation may be
run for a longer duration flying multiple parallel tracks. Several other scenarios tested
various camera configurations on the airplane. To easily keep track of the scenarios and
initial conditions, a graphical user interface (GUI) was developed in MATLAB. The
scenario discussed above was computed with the “Fixed Downward Camera (Kadet
webcam), simplest case” option in GUI depicted in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. A graphical user interface was developed in MATLAB to organize the various camera
configurations and variables for computation.
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3.2. UAV with a fixed camera: bank maneuvers, 90° tilt angle,
fixed zoom
The airplane maneuvers with periodic bank angles to the left and right. The
ground sweeps are not straight lines, however, the average ground tracks do follow a
straight line as illustrated in Figure 25.

Figure 25. The airplane banks until heading limits are reached
with the goal of sweeping the most area.

The general search region is unchanged and the airplane flies south to north and
then returns north to south. This scenario adds two additional variables to define the
maneuvers: the maximum bank angle ( max ) and the maximum allowable change in
heading (  ). The airplane establishes a constant maximum bank angle governed by
 max until it turns  degrees away from the centerline. Then it establishes a maximum

bank angle in the opposite direction and turns until it is  degrees on the opposite side
of the centerline. Figure 26 shows a time history plot of the airplane orientation for
  10 .
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A copy of the airplane flight path is shifted by S feet to perform the return sweep.
The airplane states in the return sweep are identical to the previous sweep except the east
position is increased by S feet, the bank angle has an opposite sign, and the heading angle
increases by 180°. Those modifications ensure the return sweep is in phase with the
previous sweep thus minimizing unnecessary gaps.
The optimizer solves for three variables that affects the total area searched:
airspeed (V), maximum bank angle ( max ), and the maximum distance between sweep
centerlines (S). In compact form, the optimization problem becomes:
Maximize A subject to:
50  V  100 ft/s
10  max  50

0'  S  1500'

(22)
(23)
(24)

An important consideration is the change in heading. The optimizer will solve for
the maximum bank angle for each turn, but for simplicity, it does not determine how far
the turn shall be executed. At this point, optimization is performed for five different
values of  : 10 , 20 , 30 , 40 and 50 . Fortunately, the best results remained
within the performance envelope of the airplane. In other words, the best results did not
settle on extreme boundary conditions that required the airplane to enter steep banks near
its stall speed. For   10 (Figure 27), the airplane makes frequent banks and only
stays at each bank angle for 2 seconds, that is, it captures 2 images during its maximum
banks.
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Figure 26. Airplane roll angle verses time for   10
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Figure 27. Fixed camera, 792 cells searched in red box

The performance does not improve when the airplane is allowed to change
headings by 20 (Figure 28). The amount of detectable cells viewed did not change, but
the track spacing increased slightly. A wider sweep width could be obtained if the
airplane is allowed to change headings by 30 .
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Figure 28. Fixed Camera, 792 cells searched in red box
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Allowing the airplane to change headings by 30 has shown only slightly better
results for this scenario (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Fixed camera, 828 cells searched in red box

Allowing the airplane to change headings by 40 has shown the best results
(Figure 30) among the trials by obtaining 900 detectable cells in the red objective box.
The maximum bank angle was acceptable ( 36 ) for an adequate speed of 51 ft/s—low,
but flyable for the UAVs utilized in the lab. The track spacing has crept up to 472 ft.
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Figure 30. Fixed camera, 900 cells searched in red box

Lastly, when the airplane was allowed to change headings by 50 (Figure 31),
the maximum bank angle decreased to 33°, the airspeed increased to 55 ft/s, and track
spacing distance increased to 513 ft. However, undetectable gaps began to develop
between the sweeps. Furthermore, the solution requires unrealistic flight dynamics when
transitioning from the 180° turn to the next sweep, evident from the plot of airplane
position in Figure 31. A real airplane may have difficulty achieving the required
orientation when transitioning to those waypoints therefore the 180° turn would have to
be modified to allow the airplane to prepare the next sweep.
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Figure 31. Fixed camera, 962 cells searched in red box

Table 1 tabulates the results from this scenario.
Table 1. Summary of results: bank maneuvers with a fixed camera pointing 90° down.
Change in
heading
(degrees)
10
20
30
40
50

Maximum bank
angle (degrees)

Airspeed (ft/s)

Track Spacing
(ft)

Cells Viewed
(in red box)

Duration (s)

18
20
25
36
33

54
50
55
51
55

417
430
431
472
515

792
792
828
900
962

58
65
63
66
67
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At this point,  is now included as a fourth optimization variable and the
optimization problem becomes:

Maximize A subject to:
50  V  100 ft/s
10  max  50

0'  S  1500'
0    60

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

An optimal solution that satisfies the constraints is plotted below in Figure 32.
The solution indicates that the airplane should fly at a velocity of 50 ft/s. While flying
parallel tracks, the airplane should use bank angles of 28°, which is acceptable for the
lightweight UAV flying 50ft/s (31 knots). The bank angles remain constant until the
airplane changes its heading by 20° to the left or 20° to the right of the centerline. Finally,
the centerline of each track should be spaced 450 ft apart, resulting in a constant 20° bank
angle for the 180° turn. As a result, the downward pointing camera configuration
searched 863 detectable cells with dimensions of 20ft by 20ft within the red objective
rectangle. Within the entire plot, the configuration searched a total of 3456 cells, which is
equivalent to 1.382 106 square feet or 31.7 acres.
The solution has returned parameters that lay in the middle of Table 1 with
  20 , max  28 , S  450 ft ,

and 863 detectable cells searched in 65 seconds.

Although Table 1 suggests more cells can be viewed with more extreme flight angles,
smaller bank angles are desirable to more accurately rectify the images with real-world
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flight tests. This result indicates the presence of a local maximum, which will be
investigated more thoroughly with an example on the next page.

Figure 32. Fixed downward pointing camera, 863 cells viewed in red box

To visualize how max and  affect A, a three-dimensional surface plot was
generated with max values along the x-axis,  values along the y-axis, and A values
along the z-axis in Figure 33. The surface plot is valid for constant values of airspeed
(V=50 ft/s) and track spacing (S=450 ft). Fortunately, for V=50 ft/s and S=450 ft, the
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optimizer chose feasible φmax and Δψ values that produce a maximum objective value.
The surface plot also shows several areas of local maximums. Experimenting with the
correct choice of initial conditions helped the optimizer approach a global maximum
instead of settling on a poor local maximum.
Surface plot demonstrating the effects of Δψ and φmax on A, Alt=200ft

Shaded region of
global maxima.
A=864

Objective value, A
(with penalty amplification factor)

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
60
50

60

40

50
30

40
30

20

20

10
Δψ± (degrees)

10
0

Figure 33. Various pairs of

0

φmax (degrees)

Δψ and φmax angles affect A.
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3.3. UAV with a fixed camera: bank maneuvers, adjustable tilt
angle, adjustable zoom
Unlike the previous scenario, the camera tilt angle and zoom restrictions on the
camera are removed. Therefore the optimization routine is allowed to seek for an optimal
tilt angle and an optimal zoom setting (referred as the field-of-view in this report). The
camera in this scenario simulates the tilt and zoom properties of the Canon VB-C300
pan-tilt-zoom camera. The camera’s pan angle remains fixed at zero degrees for this
simulation. In compact form, the optimization problem becomes:
Maximize A subject to:
50  V  100 ft/s
10  max  50

0'  S  1500'
0    90
29.6  FOV y  70.8
0    60

(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)

As a result, the system is able to search significantly more ground area as seen in
Figure 34 than in the previous scenarios. The camera settings substantially depart from
their restrictions fixed in the previous scenario. The camera tilt angle becomes more
forward-pointing (   26 ), and the field-of-view narrows ( FOV y  30 ), resulting in 967
detectable cells within the red objective box. Within the entire figure, this simulation
searched the most ground area with a total of 9282 searched cells, which is equivalent to
3.713 106 square feet or 85.2 acres.
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Figure 34. Fixed camera, 967 cells searched in red box
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3.4. UAV with a standard gimbaled camera: sweep along pan
axis
Direction of flight




Figure 35. Illustration of the standard gimbaled camera

Similar to the previous fixed camera simulations, this simulation is set up to
represent a UAV flying south to north along a 360° bearing and then flying north to south
(180° bearing) along an adjacent sweep. The airplane flies at a constant altitude with a
constant airspeed. As the airplane flies its straight-line paths, the gimbaled camera (as
depicted in Figure 35) is panning and photographing the ground below in 1-second
intervals. The instantaneous pan angle is computed by time-dependent sinusoidal
function:
   max cost 

(35)

An additional constraint is hardcoded to regulate the pan rate and to prevent
excessive image overlap between snapshots. The pan frequency,  , is governed by Eqn.
(36) to ensure that the next image covers new ground area with minimal overlap of the
previous image. Images are captured every t seconds. For all simulations and
experiments in this research, t  1 second. Refer to Figure 36 for an illustrated example.



FOVy
t

(36)
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Direction of flight

Figure 36. Ground area viewed by camera in three images (captured in three time steps) when the
pan frequency is equal to the horizontal field-of-view.

Note that the VB-C300 pans at a maximum rate of 90° per second, therefore the
frequency of pan oscillations must not exceed  2 radians per second. Since the
maximum horizontal field-of-view is 70.8° (as depicted in Figure 19), the maximum pan
rate will not be exceeded. Also, FOVy and FOVz are coupled together with Eqn. (17), so
changing FOVy automatically modifies FOVz to accurately describe both the horizontal
and vertical the field-of-view.
When flying at a constant airspeed and heading, the optimizer solves for four
variables that affect the total amount of area searched: tilt angle (  ), maximum pan
amplitude (  max ), zoom (FOV), and the maximum distance between sweep centerlines
(S). The constraints on those camera intrinsic parameters were chosen to simulate the
lab’s Canon VB-C300 pan-tilt-zoom camera. In compact form, the optimization problem
becomes:
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Maximize A subject to:
0    90

(37)

0   max  90

(38)

29.6  FOV y  70.8

(39)

0'  S  1500'

(40)
The S  1500 feet upper bound prevents the return sweep from straying outside of the
search region. Finally, the penalty already discussed above was given to the objective
function when unseen cells (gaps) were found between the sweep centerlines. (Although
maximum area viewed is sacrificed, repeating a path to fill in the gaps is prevented as
explained above.)
A separate optimization routine maximizes the amount of area viewed during the
airplane’s 180° turn. In compact form the optimization problem during the 180° turn
becomes:
Maximize Aturn subject to:
   max cost    bias
0   max  170
170   bias  170

(41)
(42)
(43)

The pan amplitude (  max ) is relaxed to allow the camera to pan its entire
allowable range (behind the airplane if necessary). The  bias is a bias angle that points the
camera to the area of most interest. In other words,  bias points the camera, and  max
determines how far to sinusoidally pan away from that bias angle. Both parameters affect
the amount of ground area searched during the airplane’s 180° turn.
Furthermore, when the airplane enters a constant 180° turn, the camera’s
orientation changes. To counter out that effect, the gimbals will rotate to maximize
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viewable ground area during the turn. With the bank angle established, the camera
continues to pan sinusoidally as stated above, however, at each time step, the tilt angle
must be optimized every time the pan angle changes. Figure 37 shows an example of the
airplane turning with a panning camera without tilt angle optimization. Figure 38 shows
an example of the airplane turning with a panning camera with tilt angle optimization.

t=t0

t=t0+T

Figure 37. Banked turn without optimizing the tilt angle—eventually the camera pans to a region
that does not permit optimal ground visibility.

t=t0

t=t0+T

Figure 38. The tilt angle is optimized for every pan angle to maximize ground visibility during the
turn.

An advantage to the gimbaled cameras is that the airplane begins its 180° turn
earlier while the camera finishes sweeping the search region, hence shortening the ground
distance and time required to fly. With a fixed camera, however, the airplane must
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continue to fly to the northernmost and southernmost boundaries of the search region
before entering the 180° turn. For example, in all scenarios, the airplane flies 1000 ft.
sweeps from the starting position and searches an area with side lengths of 700 ft. For all
of the gimbaled camera scenarios, however, the code anticipates the 180° turn as a
function of track spacing (S). With the gimbaled cameras, the turn can be made S/2 ft.
prior to flying reaching the 1000 ft mark because the gimbaled camera is capable of
searching the remaining region during the turn.
Figure 39 displays an optimal solution to a single UAV equipped with a pan-tiltzoom camera. The optimum tilt angle is 28°. The optimum maximum pan angle is 90°,
meaning that the camera should pan to the left by 90° and to the right by 90° from the
centerline. The optimum zoom is narrow with a horizontal field-of-view of 39°. Without
leaving gaps, the optimum track separation is 503 ft. As a result, the gimbaled camera
configuration searches 925 detectable cells within the large red objective box. The small
red rectangular box displays the objective region for Aturn. Within the entire plot, the
gimbaled camera configuration searches a total of 4660 cells, which is equivalent to
1.864 106 square feet or 42.8 acres.
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Figure 39. Simulation of the Canon VB-C300 pan-tilt-zoom camera, 925 cells searched in the large
red box.

To visualize how  max and  affect A, a three-dimensional surface plot was
generated with  values along the x-axis,  max values along the y-axis, and A values
along the z-axis in Figure 40. The surface plot is only valid for constant values of speed
(V=60 ft/s) and track spacing (S=503 ft). If there exists too many unseen cells in the
objective box, A could become negative because of the penalty amplification factor. If the
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total amount of cells in the bounding box is less than ten times the amount of unseen
cells, then A becomes negative for a penalty amplification factor of ten.

Global maximum

Figure 40. Various pairs of  and  max affect A. p=10.
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3.5. UAV with a standard gimbaled camera: sweep along tilt
axis
In this scenario, instead of sweeping along the pan axis (zc), the camera sweeps
the ground along its tilt axis (yc) as depicted in Figure 41. The motivation for this test is
to determine whether sinusoidally sweeping along the camera’s tilt axis produces better
results than the sinusoidally sweeping along the camera’s pan axis. The rotation matrices
remain unchanged from the previous case, but the pan angle remains fixed at a constant
90° before executing the optimizer. Since the camera is sweeping about its tilt axis, the
rotation frequency is set to   FOVz t rad/s.

Direction of flight



Figure 41. The pan angle remains fixed at 90° while the camera sweeps along its tilt axis.

The results depicted in Figure 42 indicate that sweeping along the camera’s tilt
axis are worse than sweeping along the pan axis. The spacing is 400 ft, and 754 cells are
searched within the red objective box. Within the entire plot, this camera configuration
searches a total of 2958 cells, which is equivalent to 1.183 106 square feet or 27.2 acres.
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Since the Canon VB-C300’s gimbals prevent it from tilting beyond 90°, this
scenario would not be tested experimentally anyways.

Figure 42. Gimbaled camera result sweeping along the tilt axis, 754 cells searched in large red
rectangle
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3.6. UAV with a nonstandard 2-axis gimbaled camera I
This scenario tests a theoretical gimbaled camera configuration rotating along an
entirely different set of axes. Unlike the rotations defined in Figure 18, the camera will
first establish a ‘pan’ angle by rotating along the aircraft body’s xb axis. Next the camera
rotates along the intermediate yi axis, which establishes the ‘tilt’ angle as displayed in
Figure 43.

Direction of flight

τ

b

x

ρ

xi
xi
τ

xc

yb

ρ
yi

zc

τ

yi

yc

ρ
z

i

z

b

zi

Figure 43. Nonstandard gimbaled camera rotations from the airplane body frame to the camera
frame are illustrated. Rotate along xb and then rotate along yi.
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The aircraft body to camera coordinate transformation matrix becomes:
 cos    sin sin  sin cos  
Cc b   0
cos  
sin  
 sin   cos  sin  cos  cos  

(44)

which can then be substituted into Eqn. (11).
The optimization routine is the same as UAV with a standard gimbaled camera:
sweep along pan axis, however, the objective function now utilizes coordinate
transformation in Eqn. (44). As a result, this scenario produces the worst results of all of
the gimbaled camera configurations. Plotted in Figure 44, the tracks are spaced only 391
ft apart resulting in 751 cells searched in the red objective box. Within the entire figure,
this simulation searches 2831 cells, which is equivalent to 1.132  10 6 square feet or 26.0
acres.
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Figure 44. Nonstandard gimbaled camera, 751 cells searched in red box
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3.7. UAV with a nonstandard 2-axis gimbaled camera II
This scenario simulates another nonstandard gimbaled camera configuration that
can rotate along two axes. The camera establishes a ‘tilt’ angle by rotating along the
airplane’s yb axis. Next, the camera ‘pans’ sinusoidally along the camera’s z-axis. Refer
to Figure 45 for an illustrated example of this gimbaled camera configuration and its
respective coordinate rotations.

Direction of flight
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Figure 45. Nonstandard gimbaled camera rotations from the airplane body frame to the camera
frame are illustrated. Rotate along yb and then rotate along zi.

The aircraft body to camera coordinate transformation matrix becomes:

Cc b

 cos  cos  sin   sin   cos  
  sin   cos  cos   sin  sin  
  sin  

0
cos 

(45)

which can then be substituted into Eqn. (11).
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The optimization routine is the same as UAV with a standard gimbaled camera:
sweep along pan axis, however, the objective function now utilizes coordinate
transformation in Eqn. (45). The simulation results illustrated in Figure 46 indicate that
this gimbaled camera configuration performs better than the previous nonstandard
gimbaled camera configuration. More ground area is viewed and the spacing distance
increases to 550 ft. This simulation searches 1030 cells in the red objective box and a
total of 5660 cells ( 2.264  10 6 square feet or 52 acres) in the entire figure.
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Figure 46. Nonstandard gimbaled camera, 1030 cells searched in large red box
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3.8. UAV with a nonstandard 3-axis gimbaled camera
Since banking the airplane with a fixed downward pointing camera indicated
promising results, another nonstandard gimbaled camera configuration was simulated for
an attempt to mimic the previous results of chapter 3.3. First, the transformation rotations
of the downward pointing fixed camera were analyzed. In the downward pointing fixed
camera configuration, the image plane experiences the following airplane and camera
rotational

sequence:

yawpitchrollpantilttranslate.

In

those

previous

simulations, the pitch angle and pan angle remained at constant 0°. In this scenario, the
airplane flies straight and level and the camera rotates with the following sequence
(Figure 47): rotate (pan) along the zb axisrotate along xrrotate (tilt) along yc,
attempting to mimic the fixed camera scenario with the exception of translation.
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xp

xp

xr
xc



yb
yp



xr

r



yp

yr
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zp

zr
z

p

yc

zr

Figure 47. Sequence of camera rotations that mimic a an airplane banking with a downward pointing
fixed camera.
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The transformation matrix becomes:
cos  cos    sin sin sin  cos  sin   sin sin cos   sin cos  

 cos  sin 
cos  cos  
sin  

cos  sin sin   sin cos    sin sin   cos  sin cos   cos  cos  

(46)

Now that the sequence is defined, the angles must be supplied. The gimbals must
simulate the airplane yawing (  ) and rolling (  ) but through the pan (  ) and
intermediate rotation (  ) angles, respectively, instead. Note that the airplane is actually
flying straight and level.
Since the complex camera motion causes the “ground footprint” to vary in size
and shape, the pan frequency, ω, is included as an optimization variable. The
optimization problem in compact form becomes:
Maximize A subject to:
0   max  90

0    90rad / s
0    90
0'  S  1500'
29.6  FOV y  70.8
0    90

(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)

Figure 48 depicts these results. This scenario indicates the best results because
most cells (1164) are searched in the red objective box and the track spacing is the
greatest (648 ft). In the entire figure, though, 5920 cells ( 2.368  10 6 square feet or 54.4
acres) are searched. Within the entire figure, this configuration searches less cells than
the configuration in chapter 3.3, but searches the most cells within the red objective box.
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Figure 48. Nonstandard gimbaled camera mimicing the fixed camera scenario with bank maneuvers,
1164 cells searched in the large red box
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Chapter 4:

Summary of Simulation Results

Table 2 summarizes the results from all eight scenarios. When comparing the
search performance in the objective region, the three-axis nonstandard gimbaled camera
in chapter 3.8 searches the most area in the least amount of time. The next best
configuration is the two-axis nonstandard gimbaled camera in chapter 3.7, followed
closely by the standard gimbaled camera configuration in chapter 3.4. When only
comparing the capabilities of the lab’s available hardware (simulated in chapters 3.1, 3.2
and 3.4), the search performance of the gimbaled camera (chapter 3.4) excels over the
search performance of the fixed camera pointing 90° down. When including the bonus
area searched outside of the objective region, the fixed camera configuration in chapter
3.3 searches the most area, followed by the 3-axis nonstandard gimbaled camera in
chapter 3.8.
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Table 2. Summary of the simulation results

(deg.)

V
(ft/s)

S
(ft)

Cells
viewed in
search
area

Duration
(s)

Cells
viewed per
second in
search area

Total cells
viewed
(entire
region)

Total cells
viewed per
second (entire
region)

3.1

N/A

62

309

576

47

12.26

2641

56.19

3.2

28

50

450

863

65

13.48

3456

54.00

3.3

33

56

525

967

70

13.94

9282

132.60

3.4

N/A

60

503

925

53

17.45

4660

87.92

3.5

N/A

55

400

754

54

13.96

2958

54.78

3.6

N/A

60

391

751

50

15.02

2831

56.62

3.7

N/A

55

550

1030

59

17.46

5660

95.93

3.8

N/A

60

648

1164

59

19.72

5920

100.34

Scenario

max

Using the solutions from Chapter 3, Chapter 4 explores whether or not the
existing optimal parameters are useful for extended searches. In other words, this chapter
compares the Chapter 3 solutions over extended searches. Solving the optimal solution
for a small objective region reduces processing time and memory usage because the
number of grid cells depends on the size of the search region. The following figures
extend the parallel path search in two directions by increasing the track length to 2000 ft
and by increasing the number of parallel tracks to 6. The figures are arranged in the same
order as the scenarios presented in Chapter 3.
The extended simulation with the solution obtained from Chapter 3.1 shows
expected results in Figure 49. The search is intuitive and easily extendable due to the
simplicity of the configuration.
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Figure 49. UAV with a fixed camera: straight and level flight, 90° tilt angle, extended search

The fixed camera scenarios search with a relatively uniform width without gaps
along either side of the track. Figure 50 displays the extended search with the solution
from chapter 3.2 and Figure 51 displays the extended search with the solution from
chapter 3.3. The extended gimbaled camera scenarios in Figure 52, Figure 53, and Figure
54 show minor gaps within the search tracks; whereas the extended gimbaled camera
scenarios displayed Figure 55 and Figure 56 show wider and more complete searches
along the parallel tracks.
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Figure 50. UAV with a fixed camera: bank maneuvers, 90° tilt angle, fixed zoom, extended search

Figure 51. UAV with a fixed camera: bank maneuvers, adjustable tilt angle, adjustable zoom,
adjustable zoom, extended search
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Figure 52. UAV with a standard gimbaled camera: sweep along pan axis, extended search

Figure 53. UAV with a standard gimbaled camera: sweep along tilt axis, extended search
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Figure 54. UAV with a nonstandard 2-axis gimbaled camera I, extended search

Figure 55. UAV with a nonstandard 2-axis gimbaled camera II, extended search
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Figure 56. UAV with a nonstandard 3-axis gimbaled camera, extended search
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Table 3 summarizes the extended search results. When comparing the extended
search results, UAV with a nonstandard 3-axis gimbaled camera performed the best by
searching the most area in the least amount of time. Next, the table results show that UAV
with a fixed camera: bank maneuvers, adjustable tilt angle, adjustable zoom moves to
second place assuming the airplane is capable or precisely flying to the waypoints.
Table 3. Summary of extended search results
Scenario
UAV with a fixed camera: straight and
level flight, 90° tilt angle
UAV with a fixed camera: bank
maneuvers, 90° tilt angle, fixed zoom
UAV with a fixed camera: bank
maneuvers, adjustable tilt angle,
adjustable zoom
UAV with a standard gimbaled camera:
sweep along pan axis
UAV with a standard gimbaled camera:
sweep along tilt axis
UAV with a nonstandard 2-axis
gimbaled camera I
UAV with a nonstandard 2-axis
gimbaled camera II
UAV with a nonstandard 3-axis
gimbaled camera

Total cells viewed
(entire region)

Duration
(s)

Total cells viewed per
second (entire region)

12157

237

51.30

18093

342

52.90

29484

330

89.35

20661

261

79.16

12716

249

51.07

14234

252

56.48

23939

285

84.00

26565

273

97.31

The next chapter discusses experimental results for comparing to the simulations.
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Chapter 5:

Experimental Results

5.1. Experimental search test 1
Flight tests were conducted at Centre Hall Airpark to demonstrate some of the
scenarios presented in this research. The test platform was the Kadet airplane (as
previously seen in Figure 6) equipped with the Logitech QuickCam Ultra Vision camera
pointed 90° down. The airplane is also equipped with a Cloud Cap Technologies Piccolo
Plus Autopilot to fly the airplane and an Ampro (now ADLINK Technology Inc.)
Readyboard 800 single board computer to control the camera and record images.
In the initial tests, the airplane navigated the waypoints generated by the
simulation results in chapter 3.2. Separate MATLAB routines extend the flight for
multiple parallel sweeps and convert the local NED coordinates into geodetic coordinates
acceptable to the autopilot. The waypoints were generated offline and are stored in a
flight plan text file. The flight plan file was then wirelessly uploaded to the autopilot
through the Piccolo Command Center interface, which is shown in Figure 57. Note that
the autopilot is capable of storing up to 100 waypoints including two lost communication
waypoints, therefore the flight tests were limited to flying to 98 waypoints.
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Figure 57. Piccolo Command Center Interface loaded with the first flight plan.

All flight tests began with an initial flight heading of 055° (true) so that the
airplane flies parallel to runway 6. The closest Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) is reported
from University Park airport (KUNV). Reproduced below, the TAF reported winds from
the northwest (340° at 4 knots), which agreed with the wind estimates from the autopilot
as displayed in Figure 58.
KUNV 311128Z 3112/0112 34004KT P6SM FEW070

The altitude was set to 1350 feet mean sea level (MSL), which averages
approximately 200 feet above ground level (AGL) over the entire search region. After the
airplane leveled out at its assigned altitude, the Readyboard 800 began recording images
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every second. Location data from the autopilot was converted back to arbitrary NED
coordinates and plotted with red ‘x’ markers overlaying the simulated results as seen in
Figure 59.
Unfortunately for the first flight, the airplane did not fly very closely to the
desired waypoints, especially in the 180° turns. The airspeed, plotted in Figure 60,
fluctuated around the commanded airspeed of 33 knots (55 ft/s). Furthermore, the wide
180° turns compounded the duration error, requiring 111 seconds compared to 97
seconds to fly to the same endpoint in simulation. Figure 61, Figure 62, and Figure 63
compare the experimental and simulated airplane orientation angles verses time.
Hardware-in-the-loop simulations shown similar results even with ideal weather
conditions, therefore the autopilot was unable to fly the desired course. The rectified
images of this first flight test can be seen in Figure 64* (image rectification solution was
confirmed by the method discussed in [28]). Significant rectification errors develop with
extreme attitudes in excess of 20°. Note that the images only show detectable area
because the minimum pixels-on-target constraint is imposed, requiring at least 5 pixels in
diameter projected from a 3 feet diameter red ball target. Therefore only partial regions of
the photographs are displayed due to the variation in AGL altitude. Since the actual
terrain is not flat, the airplane flies over some regions at higher AGL altitudes, reducing
(and sometimes eliminating) detectable area. In fact, AGL altitude exceeds 300 feet at a
few of the southern regions. When the constraint is adjusted to rectify a solution that
considers those elevation changes, Figure 65 shows experimental results comparable to

*

When rectifying images in this research, indices of the ground array get transformed to indices of the
image array. The RGB values of the corresponding image array index get assigned to the ground array.
Using array indices is significantly faster than using for loops over each pixel as presented in [28].
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the simulation results. In other words, Figure 65 shows searched area if the terrain were
to remain relatively flat.
Before additional flight-testing, autopilot gain tuning was performed in an effort
to more closely track the waypoints. Furthermore, every other waypoint was sent to the
autopilot, resulting in greater waypoint spacing.

Figure 58. Piccolo Plus Autopilot estimated wind speeds were recorded during the first flight test.
Winds are from the northwest at approximately 4 knots.
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Figure 59. The simulation results are plotted. The red markers show the airplane position during the
actual flight test.
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Figure 60. Flight test speed versus time

Figure 61. Airplane roll angle versus time
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Figure 62. Airplane pitch angle versus time

Figure 63. Airplane yaw angle versus time
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Figure 64. This figure displays rectified images of the first experimental search test showing only
detectable area with the minimum pixels-on-target constraint imposed. The figure reflects variation
in AGL altitude due to uneven terrain.
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Figure 65. This figure displays rectified images that account for changes in elevation of the first
experimental search test for a better comparison to the simulation results.

For the next two flight tests, the lateral tracking controller gain called, “Heading
error to turn rate,” was increased by 50% from the original setting to more aggressively
steer the airplane.
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5.2. Experimental search test 2
After gains testing and further flight test analyses, a second search test was
performed on July 13, 2012. In this test, the airplane navigated the waypoints generated
by the simulation results in chapter 3.1. The simplicity of the flight plan profile of chapter
3.1 was expected to provide a better comparison of the experimental data to the
simulation results.
The TAF (reproduced below) reported winds from 210° at 3 knots. The Piccolo
Plus Autopilot estimated wind speeds were measured and plotted in Figure 66.
KUNV 131131Z 1312/1412 21003KT P6SM SCT150 BKN250

Figure 66. Estimated wind speed from the Piccolo autopilot
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Again, the altitude was set to 1350 feet mean sea level (MSL), which was roughly
200 feet above ground level (AGL). After the airplane leveled out at its assigned altitude,
the Readyboard 800 began recording images every second. The position of the airplane
improved when following the waypoints, however, the airplane continued to overshoot
the 180° turns as displayed in Figure 67.

Figure 67. The simulation results are plotted. The red markers show the airplane position during the
actual flight test.

The airplane speed is plotted in Figure 68, resulting in flight duration of 94
seconds, which is only 6 seconds longer than the simulation when flying to the same end
waypoint (1486, 706) ft.
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Figure 68. Airplane speed versus time

Comparisons of airplane orientation are depicted in Figure 69, Figure 70, and
Figure 71. Finally, the rectified images are displayed in Figure 72 with the minimum
pixels-on-target constraint imposed. When the constraint is adjusted to rectify a solution
that considers elevation changes, Figure 73 shows experimental results comparable to the
simulation results. Unfortunately, some waypoints were not photographed after the third
180° turn probably due to the onboard computer requiring extra time to finish processing
and recording all of the previous images.
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Figure 69. Airplane roll angle versus time

Figure 70. Airplane pitch angle versus time
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Figure 71. Airplane yaw angle versus time
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Figure 72. This figure displays rectified images of the second experimental search test showing only
detectable area with the minimum pixels-on-target constraint imposed. The figure reflects variation
in AGL altitude due to uneven terrain.
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Figure 73. This figure displays rectified images that account for changes in elevation of the second
experimental search test for a better comparison to the simulation results.
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5.3. Experimental search test 3
This experimental search test reattempts chapter 5.1 with the new lateral tracker
controller gain. The test was also conducted on July 13, 2012. The wind speed is
estimated in Figure 74.

Figure 74. Estimated wind speed was recorded by the Piccolo Plus Autopilot for the third
experimental search test.

Figure 75 shows better waypoint tracking than the first search test results.
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Figure 75. The simulation results are plotted. The red markers show the airplane position during the
actual flight test.

Next, the airplane speed is plotted in Figure 76, resulting in flight duration of 114
seconds, which is 4 seconds more than the simulation when flying to the same end
waypoint (2038, 573) ft.
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Figure 76. Airplane speed versus time

Comparisons of airplane orientation are depicted in Figure 77, Figure 78, and
Figure 79. The airplane orientation resembles the simulation orientations better than the
first flight test results. The rectified images are displayed in Figure 80 with the minimum
pixels-on-target constraint imposed. Finally, when the constraint is adjusted to rectify a
solution that considers elevation changes, Figure 81 shows experimental results
comparable to the simulation results. Again, some waypoints are missing photographs.
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Figure 77. Airplane roll angle versus time

Figure 78. Airpane pitch angle versus time
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Airplane Orientation, July 13, 2012, Flight 3, 1350ft MSL
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Figure 79. Airplane yaw angle versus time

Figure 80. This figure displays rectified images of the third experimental search test showing only
detectable area with the minimum pixels-on-target constraint imposed.
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Figure 81. This figure displays rectified images that account for changes in elevation of the third
experimental search test for a better comparison to the simulation results.
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Chapter 6:

Conclusion

6.1. Summary
This research explored eight scenarios of parallel path searching with a small, low
cost UAV. The first three scenarios involved a downward pointing fixed camera mounted
beneath an airplane. The last five scenarios involve a UAV with a gimbaled camera. The
inherent complexity of the gimbaled camera required additional optimization routines
when the airplane enters the 180° turn. The simulations were designed to conform to the
limitations imposed by actual hardware available in the ARL/PSU AISLab. Finally, test
flights were conducted to compare the simulations to real world data.
The following observations are concluded from this research:
1. Among the configurations simulated, the 3-axis nonstandard gimbaled
camera in chapter 3.8 searched the most ground area in the least amount of
time. The results of chapter 3.7 remained competitively behind the
performance of the three-axis camera nonstandard gimbaled camera.
2. Maneuvering an airplane with a fixed camera appears promising—even
without considering its simpler operation, less mass, and less complexity.
The simulation results of chapter 3.3 indicate the best performance for the
total amount of area searched. That scenario searched a vast amount of
area to the north and south of the objection box, ultimately serving as a
bonus. Since every scenario was constrained to the same northern and
southern objective boundaries, the fixed camera results did not widen the
track spacing enough to claim first place as measured by the objective
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box. If a gimbaled platform cannot be used, then a fixed camera (in
chapter 3.3) tilted 26° down (instead of 90° down) obtains good results in
conjunction with bank maneuvers. Supported by Figure 15, the shallower
tilt angle achieves a wider view of the ground than when tilted 90° down.
3. The extended simulations revealed that searching in accordance with
chapter 3.3 performs better than flying straight and level with the standard
gimbaled platform simulated in chapter 3.4. In other words, the bank
maneuvers were the next best option provided that the camera can be
mounted to the airplane at the optimal tilt and zoom angles. However, the
disruptive nature of wind may not allow symmetric bank angles for the
fixed camera case, and therefore cause undesirable gaps between the
sweeps. In a steady wind, an airplane could steadily crab with a relatively
straight ground track and let a gimbaled camera optimally search the most
area.
4. All straight and level flight scenarios required the least time to perform the
search.
5. Higher resolution cameras will improve overall search performance by
allowing more detectable ground coverage.

6.2. Lessons learned
1. Complex optimization problems beyond three dimensions required trial
and error adjustments to the initial conditions to avoid settling on local
maximums. Several trials helped develop experience when determining
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whether the solution is optimal. In some cases, the solutions were plotted
into three-dimensional surfaces with two variables taking on all possible
values while holding other remaining variables constant to graphically
check the maximums.
2. The performance of the fixed camera searches depends heavily on the
airplane’s ability to navigate to the required waypoints. Following the
waypoints precisely is important to replicate the simulation results. After
tuning the autopilot gains, waypoint tracking improved, but the
experimental results presented above show that the waypoints were not
followed precisely. The gains could not be adjusted further because the
airplane would begin to fly unstable.

6.3. Possible extensions
1. The code has been prepared to allow for steady winds with random gusts
in preparation for conditions less than ideal. Results simulating the effects
of wind can be compared to the ideal cases presented above.
2. Next, the research should also experimentally test the Super Flying King
UAV with the gimbaled camera. Experiments could offer a comparison of
gimbaled camera flight test data to the simulation results obtained in
chapter 3.4.
3. To better compare the simulation results to the experimental results, the
simulations could use a grid that models actual terrain elevation instead of
assuming flat terrain.
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4. This research primarily focused on efficiently searching for a target. As a
logical extension to this work, the gimbaled camera could transition to
continually track a detected object independently from the aircraft attitude
as demonstrated with path planning algorithms described in previous
work29.
5. Furthermore, instead of setting the objective bounding box between two
parallel search tracks, the objective box could be established between
three or more parallel search tracks. This could potentially encourage
searching on both sides of the paths instead of focusing on one small
region.
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